THE NEW ICE BOX
ANTARCTIC EDUCATION RESOURCE

This exciting resource brings the study of Antarctica alive in the classroom. From modern Antarctic expeditionary clothing, to Inuit-made reindeer and arctic fox skin clothing, students now have the opportunity to carefully handle actual polar objects when learning about Antarctica. No longer is the remoteness of the region a barrier to learning.

AVAILABLE FREE TO SCHOOLS IN TASMANIA

The objects have been carefully chosen to reflect three broad themes:

- the natural Antarctic environment
- history of exploration (and connections with Australia)
- people in Antarctica today

Accompanied by a teacher’s guide and a range of visual resources, explorers’ journals and key reference text, the Ice Box offers an overview of this remarkable region.

Explore learning through hands-on objects including; Emperor penguin chicks, whales’ teeth and baleen, krill, geological samples, and scientific and expeditionary equipment and clothing.

BOOKINGS & ENQUIRIES

p 6211 4189
e tmag.bookings@tmag.tas.gov.au

Loan period is two weeks.

Note: the only fee involved with this service is that required for freight.

Sponsored by the Australian Antarctic Division, Tasmanian Polar Network, Antarctic Tasmania and Gordon Bain.